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Abstract. A new model for tracking of feature points in dynamic image is proposed.
The model is represented in a form of nonlinear state space model having state variables
with positions of feature points, velocities for each object, and object labels that specify the
associations between the feature points and the objects. We use particle filters with Rao-
Blackwellization to estimate the state of the nonlinear model. By estimating the state, we
obtain the tracking result of feature points, which consists of positions of feature points
and velocities for each object, as well as the classification result of the feature points
into objects from the estimate of the associations. 3D reconstruction is also dealt with in
this framework by introducing a camera projection model into observation equation of the
state space model. Experiments using real images for 2D tracking and 3D reconstruction
show the efficiency of the model and the method.
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1. Introduction. Structure from motion is one of the most interesting topics in the field
of computer vision since it has wide applicability to various applications such as navigation
of vehicles, manipulation of robots, etc. Among the approaches to the structure from
motion, there is a bottom-up approach that uses feature points in the image sequence.
This approach has some advantages in that it requires only a few assumptions in the scene.
There are several methods in this approach including factorization method [22], which is
one of the most famous methods for 3D reconstruction. The factorization method uses
singular value decomposition (SVD) for measurement matrix of feature points to obtain
two matrices corresponding to the structure of the scene and the motion. Though the
original idea of the factorization method has been proposed under assumptions of single
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